As a top-ranked, English-speaking campus university, Jacobs University Bremen attracts highly talented, open-minded people from every corner of the world. On Germany’s most international campus you live and learn together with more than 1,450 students from over 100 countries. Being private and state-recognized, Jacobs University follows an interdisciplinary approach and a global perspective in education and research.

- 34 hectare park-like campus
- Guaranteed housing: single rooms
- 24 hour security
- Resident mentors and college office teams
- Dining halls, study areas and lounges in every college
- Sports and Convention Center
- Theater space, cinema, music lab, dance room, martial arts room
- Student clubs and activities: debating society, rowing, soccer, basketball and field hockey
- Excellent public transportation
- International city airport
BIOTECHNOLOGY IN GERMANY, EUROPE

Create your own semester through our customizable study track

INTERCULTURAL – INTERDISCIPLINARY – INDIVIDUALIZED

Tailor Made Electives

CUSTOM-MADE MODULE
CUSTOM-MADE MODULE
CUSTOM-MADE MODULE

- Tick off your electives
- Experience Germany & Europe
- Have an Intercultural Adventure

Guaranteed Access Modules

SELECTED JU MODULE
SELECTED JU MODULE
SELECTED JU MODULE

- Major related subjects Guaranteed placement
- Zero clashes

Regular Access Modules

SELECTED JU MODULE

Optional Excursions

BREMEN / BERLIN / BRUSSELS / GENEVA

Excursions are subject to change due to availability and academic planning.

JACOBS-UNIVERSITY.DE